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synopsis 

A rederivation of a formula due to Lenz is given, assuming the perturbing potential 
to be a stationary stochastic process. The derivation of this formula from ‘quantum- 
mechanics by Bloom and Margenau has been improved in the same way. The 
calculations result in approximately the same formulas as those already known. 

Irttrodzlction. In 1933 Lenzl) published an attempt to describe pressure 
broadening by introducing on classical grounds the so-called correlation 
function. He assumed this function to be the time mean of the integrand. 
Various authors have tried to derive more or less rigorously this classical 
formula from quantum mechanics. The treatment of Bloom and M arge- 
naus) appears to have succeeded best and will therefore be used here to 
demonstrate our point. Our purpose is to show that Lenz’s assumption 
about the correlation function is not quite correct ; rather one should regard 
the perturbing potential as a stationary stochastic process. Therefore, the 
final result is to be averaged. The calculations result in approximately the 
same formulas as those already known. 

l ) Now at Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven. 
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bution 

I(o) = IJ(~)12 = I%% 7exp U z 00 - w) T] dT ‘J” exp [i “F/(T) dT] dt. (4) 
--oo --oo t 

We should note now that in this expression f(t) is a time series and (4) 
should be averaged. This means that the intensity distribution is not 
given by the square of the amplitude in the sense of Fourier but in the 
sense of the Wiener-Khintchine theorem. It is a straightforward calcu- 

lation to compute this. First the correlation function p(T). We write the 
solution of (2) in the form 

x = x0 cos(oot + r(t)) r(t) = Y/(T) d7 

+U 

v(T) &III& 
s 

cos{oo(t + T) + q(t + T)) cos(o.& + q(t)) dt = 

--u 
+U 

cos{wo@t + T) + q(t + T) + q(t)) dt + 

+& s co+oT + q(t + T) - q(t)} dt 1 
--u 

We now assume q(t) to be a slowly varying function of t compared with 
mot. In that case the first integral will vanish. The intensity distribution 
is given by 

+m t=+u 

dT cos wT cos(woT + q(t + T) - q(t)) dt N- 

--co b-u 
+= t+T 

N 1-p [ib + 00) Tl dT (exp i J/(7) d7) + 
--m t 

+ jzxp [i(oe - CO) T] dT (exp iti; d7). (5) 

--m t 

Both integrals are real. < > denotes the time mean. This formula differs 
from that derived by Lenz in the first term, which was not found by 
that author, and in the second term, where (4) was found. Lenz assumed 
the integral 

+O¶ t+T 

j exp i [ / -f(7) dT] dt 
--oo t 

to be the time mean of the integrand in agreement with (5). Lenzl), 
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Lindholms) and Foley*) have provided us with methods to calculate 
this function. The latter two authors found for T 2 0 

t+!r 
<exp i / f(~) d7) = exp [-AT + iBT] A > 0. 

t 

Inserting this result we find that (5) yields 

A A 
I@) = cw _ o. - B)2 + A2 + (w + WI + B)2 + A2 * 

(6) 

For the calculation of A and B the reader is referred to the original publi- 
cations. 

‘Qzlantzlm theory. The classical formula can be derived from quantum 
considerations. Following Bloom and Margenaus) we define an operator 
U, a function Y and @ by resp. 

au 
&----- = 

at (Ho + c(t)) u U(-co) = 1 (7) 

ifi 4g = (Ho + W) + W) YJ 

8% i&i-..- = 
at 

(Ho + C(G) @s a(-4 = y’r 

where the functions vg are solutions of the time independent Schrijdinger 
equation with the unperturbed Hamiltonian He 

Ho~z = Eo~t. 

C(t) is the potential function due to the perturbing gas. F(t) = --E.,u cos cot. 

We expand the function Y in terms of !Dg 

!P = z a@* 
i 

and define a density matrix by 

p6j = war;. 

It can be proved that to first order perturbation theory 

Pk&) = Pd-4 + 7 (pzd-4 - m(-4) - 
t 

2 
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If we neglect the nondiagonal elements of C(t), (7) can be integrated and 
we find 

where 

p&) - P~L(--oo) N 1 i exp [&JOT + iq(~)] cos COT d@ 
--oo 

(8) 

t 

q(T) = ;/(ckk(t') - Czz(t’)) dt’ and 00 = 
Ek - El 

fi * 
0 

Now again we should average the expression (8). We find for the line shape 

/Jkk(t) - pkk(---oo) = 
t t 

- +(T')] COS WT COS 07' dT ci7’. = $ $ eXp [iCOoT + iv(T)] eXp [-iWOT 
-00 -ca 

The bar denotes ensemble mean. Application 
classical case gives with T - 7’ = T 

pi(T) = COS(WoT + q(T)) COS(WoT’ + q(T’)) = 

of the calculations made in the 

<coS (woT + rl(t + T) - a(t))> 

4T) = Sin(ooT + q(T)) Sin(QT’ + ?j(T’)) = VI(T). 

After a transformation of variables 

lti fkk(t) - fkd-=‘) N c qr(T) cos COT dT 
t-ma t J 

-ca 

which is the classical formula (5). We take the limit t +- co though this is 
not entirely consistent with the use of first order perturbation theory, but 
it is not the place here to discuss this question at length. If we assume 
VI(T) to be a rapidly decreasing function of T (as it generally is), there 
will not be any difficulty. 

The treatment given here differs in two respects from that given by 
Bloom and Margenau. Firstly they used instead of F(t) = --E-p cos wt. 
F(t) = --E*,u cos(ot + a) where o! is a fase factor and average over this 
fase factor. By this procedure cross terms are cancelled. It is obvious that 
this fase factor represents an aspect of a time series and thus that the 
average over an ensemble of time series is more correct than over one of 
fase factors only. The latter is included in the former. Secondly the line 
shape is not given by @k(W) - pbk(--w) but by 

lim PL&) - pkk(-=‘) 
. 

t-ma t 

That this expression should result can be seen as follows. When we described 
the influence of the perturbing gas by the correlation function, we have 
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tacitly assumed that the stochastic process is stationary. This is the reason 
why one should expect that after taking the average an intensity pro- 
portional to t should result, as indeed is the case. 
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